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Unit 1: Fundamentals of Economics, Microeconomics
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Economics
Economics deal with thee production, allocation and use of goods and services.
Adam Smith’s (Father of Modern Economics)
•
•

An Enquiry into the Nature and causes of the wealth of Nations (in 1776).
Define Economics as “study of wealth” also known as Wealth Definition.

Marshall’s Definition: (Known as Welfare Definition)
•
•
•

By Prof. Alfred Marshall.
“Economics is study of mankind in the ordinary business life.”
More important given to Study of Man.

Robbins Definition: (Known as Scarcity Definition)
“Economics is the science which studies human behaviour as a relationship between
end and scarce means which have alternative uses.”
-

By Lionel Robbins.

-

Economics= Study of means and ends.

Analysis of Definition :
(a) Man has unlimited wants.
(b) The means to satisfy human wants are limited.
(c) Resources are not only limited but have alternative use.
(d) Man has to make choice.
Microeconomics Vs Macroeconomics
Microeconomics

Macroeconomics

Concerned with the behaviours of
Individual entities such as Markets,
Firm and Households.

Concerned with the overall
Performance of the Economy.

It studies “how households and firms
make decision to allocate limited
resources, typically in markets where
goods or services are being bought and
sold.

It study aggregated indication such as
GDP, Unemployment rates and price
indices to understand “how the whole
economy function.”
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Microeconomics analyses the market
behaviour of individual consumers and
firms in an attempt to understand the
decision making process of firms and
household.

It deals with performance, Structure
and behaviour of national or regional
economy as whole.

Unit 2: Supply and Demand
Demand
•

The amount of a commodity people buy depends on its price. The higher the
price of an article, other things held constant; fewer the units consumers are
willing to buy. This relationship between price and quantity bought is called
the demand schedule, or the demand curve.

•

Theory of Supply and Demand shows how consumer preferences determine
consumer demand for commodities, while business costs determine the
supply of commodities.

Demand Schedule or the Demand Curve
•

A demand schedule is a table that shows the quantity demanded at different
prices in the market. A demand curve shows the relationship between
quantity demanded and price in a given market on a graph. The law of
demand states that a higher price typically leads to a lower quantity demanded.

Law of Downward – sloping demand

•

When the Price of a commodity is raised (and other things being constant),
buyers tend to buy less of the commodity. Similarly, when the price is lowered,
other things being constant, quantity demanded increases.

Factors influences the Demand Curve
•

Average levels of income

•

The size of market/population

•

The prices and availability of related goods

•

Tastes or Preferences - Special Influences

There are two types of Demand Schedules:
•

Individual Demand Schedule
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Market Demand Schedule

Individual Demand Schedule
It is a demanding schedule that depicts the demand of an individual customer for a
commodity in relation to its price. Let us study it with the help of an example.
Price per unit of commodity X Quantity demanded of
(Px)
commodity X (Dx)
100

50

200

40

300

30

400

20

500

10

The above schedule depicts the individual demand schedule. We can see that when the
price of the commodity is ₹100, its demand is 50 units. Similarly, when its price is ₹500,
its demand decreases to 10 units.
Thus, we can conclude that as the price falls the demand increases and as the price
raises the demand decreases. Hence, there exists an inverse relationship between the
price and quantity demanded.
Individual Demand Curve
It is a graphical representation of the individual demand schedule. The X-axis represents
the demand and Y-axis represents the price of a commodity.
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The above demand curve shows the demand for Gasoline. When the price of gasoline is
$3.5 per litre, its demand is 50 litres and when the price is $0.5 per litre, its demand
is250 litres.
Market Demand Schedule
It is a summation of the individual demand schedules and depicts the demand of
different customers for a commodity in relation to its price. Let us study it with the help
of an example.
Price per unit of
commodity X

Quantity
demanded by
consumer A (QA)

Quantity
demanded by
consumer B (QB)

Market Demand
QA + QB

100

50

70

120

200

40

60

100

300

30

50

80

400

20

40

60

500

10

30

40

The above schedule shows the market demand for commodity X. When the price of the
commodity is ₹100, customer A demands 50 units while the customer B demands 70
units.
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Thus, the market demand is 120 units. Similarly, when its price is ₹500, Customer A
demands 20 units while customer B demands 30 units.
Thus, it’s market demand decreases to 40 units. Thus, we can conclude that whether it is
the individual demand or the market demand, the law of demand governs both of them.
Market Demand Curve
It is a graphical representation of the market demand schedule. The X-axis represents
the market demand in units and Y-axis represents the price of a commodity.

Supply
Supply
The supply schedule (or supply curve) for a commodity shows the relationship
between its market price and the amount of that commodity that producers are
willing to produce and sell, other things being constant.
A firm sell 1000 units of a commodity at Rs 10 per unit. Its price elasticity of supply is
3. Number of units the firm will offer for sale if price falls to Rs 7.5 will be ......
Friends, please don't get confused with Price Elasticity of Demand. In Price Elasticity
of Demand, when the price is increased, the quantity demanded will be decreased.
But in Price Elasticity of supply, when the price is increased, quantity supplied will be
increased. Because, the supplier will supply more quantity of item when the price is
increased.
Let us solve this one.
Price Elasticity of supply = percentage change in quantity supplied/percentage
change in price
3 = ((1000-x)*100/1000)/((10-7.5)*100/10)
= ((1000-x)/10)/(2.5*10)
= ((1000-x)/10)/25
75 = (1000-x)/10
750 = 1000-x
x = 1000-750
= 250
Forces behind the supply Curve
•

Cost of Production

•

Prices of inputs and technological advances

•

Government Policy

•

Prices of related goods

•

Special Factors like weather influence on farming and agro-industry
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Supply Schedule
•

It is a statement in the form of a table that shows the different quantities of a
commodity that a firm or a producer offers for sale in the market at different
prices.

•

It denotes the relationship between the supply and the price, while all non-price
variables remain constant.
There are two types of Supply Schedules:
•

Individual Supply Schedule

•

Market Supply Schedule

Individual Supply Schedule
•

It is a supply schedule that depicts the supply by an individual firm or producer
of a commodity in relation to its price. Let us understand it with the help of an
example.
Price per unit of commodity X
(Px)

Quantity supplied of commodity X
(Dx)

100

1000

200

2000

300

3000

400

4000

500

5000

•

The above schedule depicts the individual supply schedule. We can see that when
the price of the commodity is ₹100, its supply is 1000 units. Similarly, when its
price is ₹500, its supply increases to 5000 units.

•

Thus, we can conclude that as the price falls the supply decreases and as the price
rises the supply also increases. Hence, there exists a direct relationship between
the price and quantity supplied.

Individual Supply Curve
•

It is a graphical representation of the individual supply schedule. The X-axis
represents the supply and Y-axis represents the price of a commodity. There
exists a direct relationship between price and quantity supplied of a commodity.
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Market Supply Schedule
•

It is a summation of the individual supply schedules and depicts the supply of
different customers for a commodity in relation to its price. Let us understand it
with the help of an example.

Price per unit of
commodity X

Quantity supplied by
firm A (QA)

Quantity supplied by
firm B (QB)

Market Supply
QA + Q B

100

1000

3000

4000

200

2000

4000

6000

300

3000

5000

8000

400

4000

6000

10000

500

5000

7000

12000

•

The above schedule shows the market supply of commodity X. When the price of
the commodity is ₹100, firm A supplies 1000 units while the firm B supplies 3000
units.

•

Thus, the market supply is 4000 units. Similarly, when its price is ₹500, firm A
supplies 5000 units while firm B supplies 7000 units. Thus, it’s market demand
increases to 12000 units.

•

Thus, we can conclude that whether it is the individual supply or the market
supply, the law of supply governs both of them.

Market Supply Curve
•

It is a graphical representation of the market supply schedule. The X-axis
represents the market supply in units and Y-axis represents the price of a
commodity.

Important Point
•

Supply increases (or Decreases) when the amount supplied increases (or Decreases)
at each market price.
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•

Supply and demand interacts to produce equilibrium price and quantity or
market equilibrium.

•

The Market Equilibrium comes at that price and quantity where the forces of
supply and demand are in balance.

•

At the Equilibrium price, the amount that buyers want to buy is just equal to the
amount that sellers want to sell.

•

A Market equilibrium comes at the price at which quantity demanded equals
quantity supplied.

•

The Equilibrium Price is also called as the Market Clearing Price.

Unit 3- Money Supply and Inflation
Money
Money is anything which performs the following four functions:
Medium of exchange: Individual goods and services; and other physical assets, are ‘priced’
in terms of money and are exchanged using money.
A measure of value: Money is used to measure and record the value of goods or services.
A store of value over time: Money can be held over a period of time and used to finance
future payments.
Standard for deferred payments: Money is used as an agreed measure of future receipts
and payments in contracts.
Money Supply
Money supply refers to the stoke of money available in the economy at a given point of
time. Money supply date are recorded and published by the RBI on a fortnightly basis.
Money supply affects the price level, exchange rates and business cycles in the economy. It
may also affect the growth of GDP. The ratio between nominal GDP and money supply is
called “Velocity of Money”.
Measures of Money supply
There are four common measures of Money supply, commonly used in India:
- Narrow Money (M1)= Currency with Public Demand Deposits with Banking System +
‘Other” Deposits with the RBI
- M2 = M1+ Savings deposits of Post Office Savings Banks
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- M3 = M1+ Time Deposits with the Banking System
- M4 = M3+ All Deposits with post office savings banks (Excluding NSCs)
Currency with Public = Currency in circulation - Cash held by banks.
Demand Deposits include all liabilities which are payable on demand and they include
current Deposits, demand liabilities portion of saving Banks Deposits, margins held Against
LC/BG, Balance in OD FDs, Cash Certificates and Cumulative/RDs etc.
“Time Deposits” are those which are payable otherwise than on demand and they include
fixed Deposits, Cash Certificates, Cumulative and recurring Deposits, time Liabilities
portion of savings bank deposits, etc.

Inflation
The concept of Inflation refers to a sustained rise in the general level of prices of goods
and services in an economy over a period of time.
Causes of Inflation
Demand – pull Inflation: Demand – pull Inflation is a rise in general prices caused by
increasing aggregate demand for goods and services.
Cost- Push Inflation: Cost- Push Inflation is a type of inflation caused by substantial
increases in the cost of production of important goods of services, where no suitable
alternative is available.
Measure of Inflation:
Calculating inflation with Price Indexes
Inflation = (Price Index in Current Year–Price index in Base Year) X 100/Price index in
Base Year
There are Important Price Indexes
- Wholesale Price Index (WPI)
- Consumer Price Index (CPI)
- GDP Deflator
Wholesale Price Index (WPI)
Wholesale Price Index, or WPI, measures the changes in the prices of goods sold and traded
in bulk by wholesale businesses to other businesses. WPI is unlike the Consumer Price
Index (CPI), which tracks the prices of goods and services purchased by consumers. What
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do you mean by the Wholesale Price Index? To put it simply, the WPI tracks prices at the
factory gate before the retail level.
New series of WPI
With an aim to align the index with the base year of other important economic indicators
such as GDP and IIP, the base year was updated to 2011-12 from 2004-05 for the new
series of Wholesale Price Index (WPI), effective from April 2017.
How do you calculate Wholesale Price Index?
The monthly WPI number shows the average price changes of goods usually expressed in
ratios or percentages.
The index is based on the wholesale prices of a few relevant commodities available.
The commodities are chosen based on their significance in the region. These represent
different strata of the economy and are expected to provide a comprehensive WPI value.
The advanced base year 2011-12 adopted recently uses 697 items.
Consumer Price Index
Consumer Price Index or CPI as it is commonly called is an index measuring retail inflation
in the economy by collecting the change in prices of most common goods and services used
by consumers. Called market basket, CPI is calculated for a fixed list of items including food,
housing, apparel, transportation, electronics, medical care, education, etc. Note that the
price data is collected periodically, and thus, the CPI is used to calculate the inflation levels
in an economy. This can be further used to compute the cost of living. This also provides
insights as to how much a consumer can spend to be on par with the price change.
Remember, CPI is different from WPI, or Wholesale Price Index, which measures inflation
at the wholesale level.
How is Consumer Price Index calculated?
The CPI is calculated with reference to a base year, which is used as a benchmark. The price
change pertains to that year. Remember, when you calculate the CPI, note that the price of
the basket in 1 year has to be first divided by the price of the market basket of the base
year. Then, it is multiplied by 100.
Consumer Price Index formula:
CPI = (Cost of basket divided by Cost of basket in the base year) multiplied by 100
CPI’s annual percentage change is also used to assess inflation. In India, the base years of
the current series of CPI(IW), CPI(AL) and CPI(RL), are 1982, 1986-87 and 1984-85,
respectively.
GDP Deflator
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GDP deflator is a measure of the level of prices of all new, domestically produced, final
goods and services in an economy.

Unit 4: Theories of Interest
Interest
Interest is a payment made by a borrower for the use of a sum of money for a period of
time.
Three elements can be distinguished in interest:
• Payment for the risk involved in making the loan
• Payment for the trouble involved
•

Pure interest, i.e. a payment for the use of money.

Keynes’ Liquidity Preference Theory of Rate of Interest
•

J M Keynes in his book “The General Theory of Employment, Interest and
Money” views that the rate of interest is purely monetary phenomenon and is
determined by Demand for money and supply of money.

•

J M Keynes theory is known as “Liquidity Preference Theory”

•

Rate of interest and bond prices are inversely related.

•

Money Demand curve follows from above that quantity of money demanded
increases with the fall in the rate of interest or with the increase in level of
nominal income.

•

The rate of interest is determined by demand for money (Liquidity
Preference) and supply of money – JM Kenes.

The position of money demand curve depends upon two factors:
1. The level of nominal income and
2. The expectation about the changes in bond prices in the future which
implies change in rate of interest in future.
IS and LM curves Theory promulgated by Sir Hon Richard Hicks and
Alvin Hansen
Renowned Economists, Sir John Richard Hicks and Alvin Hansen, have brought
about a synthesis be-tween the classical and Keynes’ theories of interest and have
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thereby succeeded in propounding an adequate and determinate theory of interest. This
involves 3 steps:
•

Using Classical Theory to derive a curve called IS Curve.

•

Using Keynes’s Theory to derive a curve called LM Curve.

• Combining IS and LM Curves.
The IS curve and the LM curve relate the two variables
• Income and
• the rate of interest
LM= Liquidity preference and Money supply equilibrium. LM curve is derived
from Kenes Liquidity preference theory of interest.

Unit 5: Business Cycles
Business Cycles
•

The term Business cycle refers to economy-wide fluctuations in
production or economic activity over several months or years.

•

Business Cycle is also known as Economic Cycle.

•

Business Cycle simply means the whole course of business activity which
passes through the phases of prosperity and depression.

•

A business Cycle is not a regular, predictable, or repetitive
phenomenon like the swing of the pendulum of a clock. Its timing is random
and, to a large degree, unpredictable.

Characteristics of a Business Cycle:
•

A business cycle is synchronic

•

A business cycle show a wave like movement

•

Cyclical fluctuations are recurring in nature

•

There can be no indefinite depression or eternal boom period

•

Business cycles are pervasive in their effects.

•

The up and down movements are not symmetrical. The Downward
movement is more sudden and violent than the upward movement.

Phases of Business Cycle:
A business cycle is identified as a sequence of four phase. Boom, Recession, Depression
and Recovery
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Boom:
•

During the Boom phase production capacity is fully utilized and also products fetch
an above normal price which gives higher profit.

•

In Boom period, consumption will be decreased as prices are going up.

•

The Demand is more or less stagnant or it even decreases.

Recession:
•

A downward tendency in demand is observed. The supply exceeds demand

•

Desire for liquidity increases all around.

•

Producers are compelled to reduce price so that they can find money to meet their
obligations.

•

This Phase of the business cycle is known as the Crisis.

Depression:
•

Underemployment of both men and materials is a characteristic of this phase.
General Demand falls faster than production

•

Volume of Production will be reduced.

•

The demand for the bank credit is at its lowest which results in idle funds.

•

The interest rates are decline regime.

Recovery:
•

Depression phase done not continue indefinitely.

•

Wages will be paid low.

•

Prices are at the lowest, the consumers, who postponed their consumption
expecting a still further fall in price, now start consuming.

•

As demand increases, the stocks of goods become insufficient.

Unit 6: Indian Economy & Various Sectors of the
Economy
Indian Economy
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Economy till 2008
In the First five Decades of the 20th Century, till we got our independence in 1947, the per
capita GDP in India was stagnant. The Trend growth in GDP during this period was 0.9%
with Population growing by about 0.8%.
•

Period 1950-1980= 3.5%

•

Period 1980- 2000=6%

•

Period 2000-2008= 7.2% to 8.8%

Economy after 2008
The Global financial crisis of 2008 affected the Indian economy also. Despite various
measures taken by RBI and the Indian govt, the growth rate started declining.
2009-10= 7.1%
2010-11= 6.8%
2011-12 = 6.5%
2012-13 = 5.1%
2013-14= 6.6%
2014-15= 7.2%
2015-16=7.9%
2016-17= 7.1%
2017-18=7.6%

Various Sectors of the Economy
Indian economy is classified in three main sectors:
Agriculture and allied activities (Forestry & Logging, fishing and relative activities)
Industry (Manufacturing, electricity, Gas, Water supply and Construction)
Services (Trade, repairs, hotels and Restaurants, Transport storage, communication &
Services related to broadcasting, financial, real estate & professionals services, Community,
social & personal services.)
Agriculture and allied activities: This sector includes forestry and fishing also.
This sector is also known as the primary sector of the economy. At the time of Indian
independence, this sector had the biggest share in the Gross Domestic Product of India. But
year by year its contribution goes on declining and currently, it contributes only 17% of
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Indian GDP at current prices as compared to 21.7% in 2003-04. It is worth to mention
that the agriculture sector provides jobs to around 53% population of India.
Industry Sector: This sector includes 'Mining & quarrying', Manufacturing (Registered
& Unregistered), Gas, Electricity, Construction, and Water supply. This is also known as
the secondary sector of the economy. Currently, it is contributing around 29.6 % of the
Indian GDP (at current prices) in 2018-19.
Services Sector: Services sector includes 'Financial, real estate & professional services,
Public Administration, defence and other services, trade, hotels, transport, communication
and services related to broadcasting. This sector is also known as the tertiary sector of
the economy. Currently, this sector is the backbone of the Indian economy and
contributing around 54.3% of the Indian GDP in 2018-19.
The share of various sectors in Gross Value Added (GVA) during last three years is
given in the table below. (updated upto Dec. 2018):source:-PIB
Share of sectors in GVA at current prices (%)
Sector
2015-16 (2nd
2016-17 (1st
RE)
RE)
Agriculture, forestry
17.7
17.9
& fishing
Industry
29.8
29.3
(Of
16.8
16.8
which) Manufacturing
Services
52.5
52.8
Source: Central Statistics Office;
Notes: 2nd RE: Second Revised Estimates

2017-18
(PE)
17.1
29.1
16.7
53.9

Unit 7: Economic Reforms
Important Point
•

The economic Reforms started in 1991.

•

Real Sector Policy measures mainly focused on the manufacturing sector in
the early stages of reform process.

•

MRTP Act Monopolies and Restrictive Trade Practices Act, 1969

•

APMC Act (Agricultural Produce Market Committee Act )

•

The primary objective of The APMC Act in each state of India requires all
agricultural products to be sold only in government - regulated markets.
This was amended and permitting the farmers to bypass the mandatory
requirement of regulated market.
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Essential Commodities Act, 1955

Important Committee related Reforms
Financial Sector reforms have been arrived out in accordance with there
commendations made by basically three committees:
•

Narasimham Committee report on financial sector Reforms (1992)

•

Narasimham Committee report on Banking sector Reforms (1998)

•

S H Khan Report (1998) of the working group for harmonize the role
and operations of Development Financial Institutions and Banks reforms in
financial Sector

Some Important Definition
•

IRS- Interest Rate Swaps: An interest rate swap is an interest rate derivative.
It involves exchange of interest rates between two parties.

•

FRA - Forward Rate Agreements: A Forward Rate Agreement (FRA) is a
financial contract between two parties to exchange interest payments for a
`notional principal' amount on settlement date.

•

Collateralized Borrowings and Lending Obligation (CBLO): The
Collateralized Borrowing and Lending Obligation (CBLO) market is a money
market segment operated by the Clearing Corporation of India Ltd (CCIL). In
the CBLO market, financial entities can avail short term loans by providing
prescribed securities as collateral. In terms of functioning and objectives, the
CBLO market is almost similar to the call money market.

•

CDs (Certificate of Deposits) are short-term borrowings in the form of
Usance Promissory Notes having a maturity of not less than 15 days up to a
maximum of one year.

•

Commercial Paper (CP) is an unsecured money market instrument issued in
the form of a promissory note.

•

Who can issue Commercial Paper (CP)?: Highly rated corporate
borrowers, primary dealers (PDs) and satellite dealers (SDs) and all-India
financial institutions (FIs).

•

A 'Future' is a contract to buy or sell the underlying asset for a specific
price at a predetermined time. If you buy a futures contract, it means that
you promise to pay the price of the asset at a specified time. If you sell a
future, you effectively make a promise to transfer the asset to the buyer of the
future at a specified price at a particular time. Every futures contract has the
following features:
- Buyer
- Seller
- Price
- Expiry

•

Some of the most popular assets on which futures contracts are available are
equity stocks, indices, commodities and currency.
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•

Basis: The difference between the price of the underlying asset in the spot
market and the futures market is called 'Basis'. (As 'spot market' is a
market for immediate delivery)

•

The Payment and Settlement Systems Act, 2007 empowering the RBI to
regulate and supervise payments and settlement system.

•

Cheque Truncation System(CTS): Cheque Truncation System or Imagebased Clearing System, in India, is a project of the Reserve Bank of India,
commenced in 2010, for faster clearing of cheques.

•

G Sec is market auction related instruments and they are paid by Ways and
Means Advances, automatic monetization.

•

Poverty is measured by Gini Coefficient, a standard measure of
Income/Expenditure in equality

•

The Gini coefficient, invented by the Italian statistician Corado Gini, is a
number between zero and one that measures the degree of inequality in
the distribution of income in a given society. The coefficient would register
zero (0.0 = minimum inequality) for a society in which each member received
exactly the same income and it would register a coefficient of one (1.0=
maximum inequality) if one member got all the income and the rest got
nothing

Derivatives
Futures and options represent two of the most common form of "Derivatives".
•

Derivatives are financial instruments that derive their value from an
'underlying'. The underlying can be a stock issued by a company, a
currency, Gold etc.

•

The derivative instrument can be traded independently of the underlying
asset.

•

The value of the derivative instrument changes according to the changes in
the value of the underlying.

Derivatives are of two types –

1. Exchange traded and
2. Over the counter.
Exchange traded derivatives

•

As the name signifies are traded through organized exchanges around the world.
These instruments can be bought and sold through these exchanges, just like the
stock market.
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Some of the common exchange traded derivative instruments are futures and
options.

Over the counter (popularly known as OTC)
• Derivatives are not traded through the exchanges. They are not standardized and
have varied features.
• Some of the popular OTC instruments are forwards, swaps, swaptions etc.

Options
•

Options: Options contracts are instruments that give the holder of the
instrument the right to buy or sell the underlying asset at a predetermined
price.

•

An option can be a 'call' option or a 'put' option.

Call
•

A call option gives the buyer, the right to buy the asset at a given price. This
'given price' is called 'strike price'. It should be noted that while the holder of
the call option has a right to demand sale of asset from the seller, the seller
has only the obligation and not the right. For e.g.: if the buyer wants to buy the
asset, the seller has to sell it. He does not have a right.

Put
•

A 'put' option gives the buyer a right to sell the asset at the 'strike price' to the
buyer. Here the buyer has the right to sell and the seller has the obligation
to buy.

Foreign Investment
Foreign investment is of two kinds – (i) Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) and (ii)
Foreign Portfolio Investment.
Foreign Direct Investment (FDI)
• ‘FDI’ means investment by non-resident entity/person resident outside India
in the capital of the Indian company under Schedule 1 of FEM (Transfer or
Issue of Security by a Person Resident outside India) Regulations 2000.
Foreign Portfolio Investment
• Portfolio investment in both primary and secondary market by FII was
opened up in 1992.
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• foreign portfolio investment is the entry of funds into a country where foreigners
deposit money in a country's bank or make purchases in the country's stock and
bond markets, sometimes for speculation.

External commercial borrowing
ECB

• Source of funds for corporate from abroad with advantage of
• lower rates of interest prevailing in the international financial markets
•

longer maturity period

• for financing expansion of existing capacity as well as for fresh investment
About
•

ECB is Defined as to include commercial loans [in the form of bank loans,
buyers’ credit, suppliers’ credit, securitized instruments (e.g. floating rate
notes and fixed rate bonds, CP)] availed from non-resident lenders with
minimum average maturity of 3 years
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Unit 8: Monetary Policy and Fiscal Policy
Monetary Policy
Monetary Policy is the process by which the Government, Central Bank controls
•

The money supply

•

Availability of money

•

Cost of money or rate of interest

In order to attain a set of objective oriented towards the growth and stability of the
economy. Monetary policy is referred to as either being expansionary policy or a
contractionary policy.
Expansionary policy
• An expansionary policy increases the total supply of money in the economy. This is
used to combat unemployment in a recession by lowering interest rates.
Contractionary policy
• A contractionary policy decreases the total money supply. This is used to combat
inflation by raising the interest rates.
Tools of Monetary policy:
• Bank Rate
• Cash Reserve Ratio
• Statutory Liquidity Ratio
• Market Stabilization Scheme
• Repo Rate
• Reverse Repo Rate
• Open Market Operations
Bank Rate
It is also referred as Discount rate, is the rate of interest which a central bank charges on
the loans and advances that it extends to commercial banks and other financial
intermediaries.
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Bank Rate as an instrument of Monetary policy has been very limited in India because
of these basic factors:
1. The Structure of interest rates is not automatically linked to the bank rate
2. Commercial banks enjoy specific refinance facilities, and not necessarily rediscount
their eligible securities with RBI at Bank rate
3. The bill market is under-developed and the different sub-markets of the money
market are not influenced by the bank rate.
Cash Reserve Ratio (CRR):
•

The present banking system is called a “Fractional Reserve Banking System, as
the banks are required to keep only a fraction of their deposit liabilities in the form
of liquid cash with the central bank for ensuring Safety and liquidity of deposits.

•

CRR was introduced in 1950 primarily as a measure to ensure safety and liquidity
of bank deposits.

•

This minimum ratio (that is the part of the total deposits to be held as cash) is
stipulated by the RBI and is known as the CRR or Cash Reserve Ratio.

Statutory Liquidity Ration (SLR):
•

SLR refers to the amount that all banks requires maintaining in cash or in the
form of Gold or approved securities. Approved securities mean dated securities,
government bonds, and share of different companies.

•

The SLR is determined as % of Total Demand and Time Liabilities

Note: The maximum limit of SLR is 40% and minimum limit of SLR is 0 In India
Demand Liabilities
•

Demand Liabilities' include all liabilities which are payable on demand and they
include current deposits, demand liabilities portion of savings bank deposits,
margins held against letters of credit/guarantees, balances in overdue fixed
deposits, cash certificates and cumulative/recurring deposits, outstanding
Telegraphic Transfers (TTs), Mail Transfer (MTs), Demand Drafts (DDs), unclaimed
deposits, credit balances in the Cash Credit account and deposits held as security for
advances which are payable on demand. Money at Call and Short Notice from
outside the Banking System should be shown against liability to others.

Time Liabilities.
•

Time Liabilities are those which are payable otherwise than on demand and they
include fixed deposits, cash certificates, cumulative and recurring deposits, time
liabilities portion of savings bank deposits, staff security deposits, margin held
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against letters of credit if not payable on demand, deposits held as securities for
advances which are not payable on demand and Gold Deposits.
Market Stabilization Scheme:
•

RBI introduced Market Stabilization Scheme after consulting GOI for mopping up
liquidity of a more enduring nature. Under this scheme, the GOI issue existing
instrument, such as Treasury Bills/ and or dated securities by way of auctions
under the MSS, in addition to the normal borrowing requirements, for absorbing
liquidity form the system.

Repo Rate:
•

Repo (Repurchase) rate is the rate at which RBI lends short-term money to the
banks. Bank lending rates are determined by the movement of Repo Rate.

Reverse Repo Rate:
•

Reverse Repo Rate is the rate at which banks park their short term excess
liquidity with the RBI. The RBI uses this tool when it feels there is too much money
floating in the Banking System.

•

An Increase in Reverse Repo means that the RBI will borrow money from the
Banks at a higher rate of interest, so banks would prefer to keep their money with
the RBI.

Open Market Operations:
•

Under this, RBI buys or sells government bonds in the secondary market. By
absorbing bonds, it drives up bond yields and injects money into the market. When
it sells the bonds, it done so to such the money out of the system.

Refinance Facilities: RBI Provide Sector- specific refinance facilities aimed at achieving
sector specific objectives through provision of liquidity at a cost linked to the policy
repo rate.
Liquidity Adjustment facility (LAF): It consists of overnight and term repo/ reserve
repo auctions.
Term Repos: Since October 2013, The RBI has introduced term repos (of different tenors,
such as, 7/14/28 days), to inject liquidity over a period that is longer than overnight.
The aim of term repo is to help develop inter-bank money market.
Marginal Standing Facility (MSF): It is a special window for banks to borrow from RBI
against approved government securities in an emergency situation like an acute cash
shortage. MSF rate is higher then Repo rate.
RBI’s monetary policy‘s objectives:
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•

Monitor the global and domestic economic conditions and respond swiftly as
required.

•

Ensure higher bank credit expansion to achieve higher growth but at the same time
protect the credit quality

•

Maintain price stability and financial stability

•

Give thrust on Interest Rate Management, Inflation Management and Liquidity
Management.

Fiscal Policy
•

In economics and political science, fiscal policy is the use of government revenue
collection and expenditure to influence a country's economy.

•

Fiscal policy can be contrasted with the other main type of economic policy,
monetary policy, which attempts to stabilize the economy by controlling interest
rates and supply of money. The two main instrument of fiscal policy are
government spending and taxation. Changes In the level and composition of
taxation and government spending can have impact on the following variable in the
economy.

1. Aggregate demand and the level of economic activity
2. The pattern of resources allocation
3. The distribution of income
•

Fiscal Policy is the use of government spending and revenue collection the economy.
Fiscal Policy refers to the overall effect of the budget outcome on economic activity.

FRMB Act
•

Fiscal Responsibility and Budget Management Act – 2003. Dr E A S Sharma
Committee January, 2000 recommended draft legislation on fiscal responsibility.

FRBM requirements are
•

The Government to place before Parliament 3 statement each year along with
Budgets, Covering Medium Term Fiscal Policy, Fiscal Policy Strategy and
Macroeconomic Framework

•

Center to reduce the fiscal deficit (Generally 3% of GDP) and more categorically to
“Eliminate revenue deficit’ by 31-03-2008. Government to set a ceiling on guarantee
(0.5% o GDP)
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•

Act prohibits the Center form borrowing from the RBI, i.e. it bans ‘Deficit financing’
through money creation. The RBI is also barred from subscribing to primary issues
of Central Government Securities.

•

The Finance Minister is required to keep Parliament informed through quarterly
review on the implementation, and to take corrective measure.

•

The main theme of the FRBM Act is to reduce the dependence of the Government on
borrowings and help to reduce the fiscal deficit in a phased manner.

Unit 9: GDP Concepts
GDP Concepts
•

Gross Domestic Product (GDP): It is the total market value of all the final
goods and services produced within the territorial boundary of a country,
using domestic resources, during a given period of time, usually 1 year.
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Gross national Income at Market Price = GDP at Market Price + Taxes less
subsidies on production and imports (net receivable from abroad +
Compensation of Employees (Net Receivables from abroad) + Property
income (Net receivables from abroad)

•

Gross National Product (GNP) = GDP + Total Capital gains from overseas
investment (-) income earned by foreign nationals domestically
GNP= GDP+NR (Net Income from assets abroad (Net Income Receipts) )
GDP Computation
According to the National Income Accounting, there are three ways to complete GDP:
•

Expenditure wise

•

Income wise

•

Product wise

Expenditure Method
GDP= Consumption + Gross Investment + Government Spending + (ExportsImports) GDP = C+I+G+(X-M)
•

Consumption: This included personal expenditures pertaining to food,
households, medical expenses, rent, etc

•

Gross Investment : Business Investment as capital which includes construction
of a new mine, purchase of machinery and equipments for a factory, purchase of
software, expenditure on new houses, buying goods and services but investments
on financial products is not included as it falls under savings.

•

Government spending: It is the sum of government expenditures on final goods
and services.

1. Exports: This includes all goods and services produced for overseas
consumptions.
2. Imports: This includes any goods or services imported for consumption and it
should be deducted to prevent from calculating foreign supply as domestic
supply.
Income Approach
GDP from the income is the sum of the following major components:
1. Compensation of employees
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2. Property income
3. Production taxes and depreciation on capital
•

Compensation of Employees: It represents wages, salaries and other employee
supplements.

•

Property Income: It constitutes corporate profits, proprietor’s income, interests
and rents.

•

GDP at market price measures the value of output at market prices after
adjusting for the effect of indirect taxes and subsidies on the prices. Market price
is the economic price for which a good or service is offered in the market
place.

•

GDP at factor cost measures the value of output in terms of the price of
factors used in its production.

•

GDP at factor cost = GDP at Market Price – (Indirect taxes – Subsidies)

Product Approach
In India we have getting GDP product wise belongs to 8 sectors.
• Real GDP or GDP at constant price: It means the value of today’s output at
yesterday price. Real GDP is calculated by tracking the volume or quantity of
production after removing the influence of changing prices or inflation.
•

Normal GDP or GDP at Current prices: It represents the total money value of
final goods and services produced in a given year, where the values are
expressed in terms of the market prices of each year.

• Factors of production are : Land, Labour, Capital and Entrepreneur
Basic Concept of National Income
Net Domestic Product (NDP):
• NDP= GDP- Depreciation
• GDP= NDP + Depreciation
Gross National Product (GNP):
• GNP= GDP+ NFIA (Net factor income from aborad)
• GDP= GNP- NFIA
Net National Product (NNP):
• NNP= GNP- Depreciation
Net Domestic Product (NDP):
• NDP= NNP – NFIA
• NNP= NDP + NFIA
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Unit 10: Union Budget
Union Budget
The annual budget of the country is called the Union Budget.
•

Revenue Concept

•

Expenditure Concept

•

Deficit Concept

Receipts
Revenue Receipts
Tax Revenue
Gross Tax Revenue
•

Corporation tax

•

Income tax

•

Other Taxes & Duties

•

Customs

•

Union Excise Duties

•

Service Tax

•

Taxes of the Union Territories

Net Tax Revenue = Gross Tax Revenue (-) NCCD transferred to the National Calamity
Contingency fund (-) States’ share
Total Non- Tax Revenue
•

Interest Receipts

•

Dividend and Profits

•

External Grants

•

Other Non-Tax Revenue

•

Receipts of Union Territories
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Total Revenue Receipts = Net Tax Revenue + Total Non- Tax revenue
Capital Receipts = Non- debt receipts + Debt Receipts
Non- debt Receipt
•

Recoveries of loans & Advances

•

Miscellaneous Capital receipts

Debt Receipts
•

Market Loans

•

Short Term Borrowings

•

External Assistant (Net)

•

Securities issued against small saving

•

State provident funds (Net)

•

Other Receipts (Net)

Expenditure
Non- Plan Expenditure
Non- Plan Expenditure = Revenue Non- Plan Expenditure + Capital Non-plan Expenditure
Revenue Expenditure
•

Interest Payments and Prepayment Premium

•

Defence

•

Subsidies

•

Grants to state and U.T govt.

•

Pension

•

Police

•

Assistance of states from national calamity contingency fund

•

Economic Services (Agri, Industry, Power, Transport, technology etc)

•

Social Services (Education, health, broadcasting etc)

•

Postal Deficit

•

Grants to foreign govt.
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Capital Expenditure
•

Defence

•

Other Non-plan capital Outlay

•

Loans to Public Enterprises

•

Loan to state and U.T govt.

•

Loans to foreign govt.

Plan Expenditure
•

Central Plan

•

Central Assistance for State & U.T Plans

•

Plan Expenditure = Revenue Expenditure + Capital Expenditure

•

Total Expenditure = Total Non-plan Expenditure + Total Plan Expenditure

Deficit Concepts
•

Revenue Deficit is the excess of revenue expenditure over revenue receipts.

•

Financing of Fiscal Deficit: Debt Receipts + Draw-down of cash balance

•

Gross Fiscal Deficit is the excess of total expenditure including loans, net of
recoveries over revenue receipts (including external grants) and non- debt receipts

•

Net Fiscal deficit = The gross fiscal deficit (-) interest payments

•

Net Primary deficit = Net fiscal deficit (– ) net interest payments

•

NCCD: National Council on Crime and Delinquency.

Unit 11: Challenges Facing Indian Economy
Unique features of Indian Economy
•

India’s growth is driven by domestic demand – both consumption and investment.

•

Twin Deficit – Fiscal & Current Account

•

Supply constrained economy

Concerns
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The Major Concerns, facing the Indian Economy, are as under:
•

First Concern: Achieving and Sustaining higher growth

•

Second Concern: Expediting the process of economic reforms

•

Third Concern: Attaining financial stability

•

Fourth Concern: Improving the Infrastructure

•

Fifth Concern: Tackling issues like Human development, financial inclusion etc.
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